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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Four.

The objective of this Commission is to foster sustained and orderly
growth of tourism in Massachusetts and enhance our capacity to
attract, receive and cater to tire traveler whether he comes from
within or without our Commonwealth and thus to make an optimum
contribution to the prosperity of*the Bay State.

Under Chapter 57 of the Resolves of 1972, the following members
were appointed to the Commission: (See Appendix A)

Representative Charles J. Buffone, House Chairman
Representative Francis LaPointe
Representative Raymond Peck
Representative Louis Nickinello
Representative Robert Reynolds
Albert J. Kelly, Dean
Mr. Vincent Traiette
Mr. Angus MacDonald
Mr. Paul Lanigan
Commissioner John Sears
Commissioner Bruce Campbell
Commissioner Arthur Brownell
Commissioner Ernest Lucci

It has been said that tourism is the second largest industry in the
Commonwealth, yet some very real problems exist;

STA TISTICS
The data from the Department of Corporation and Taxation show

the overall size of tourism. The following have been taken into
account: (See Appendix B)

a) Sales tax
b) Alcoholic beverage tax
c) Motor fuels tax
d) Meals tax
e) Room Occupancy tax
f) Cigarette tax

Senator John W. Olver, Senate Chairman
Senator John Aylmer

®S)e CommontoeaUf) of iflastfacfuigettfi:
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Yet these data are practically useless in gauging anything but the
gross statewide dimensions of tourism, because they are based on
bank receipts of which the greatest amounts are turned in at the end
of the fiscal year

To accomplish meaningful future planning regarding tourism and
its part in our economy, factual and up-to-date statistics must be
available. The Division of Tourism cannot operate effectively
without such data. Such data form the backbone of
needed by the Division of Tourism of the Department of Commerce
and Development in order to exercise their mandate. The Division of
Tourism should then act as the coordinator with other state agencies
such as the DPW, the DNR, the MDC and quasi public groups, such

regional and county chambers and councils in making use of the
urination to achieve its objective.

lore sophisticated data collection to measure the industr
needed than just short range geographic and chronological data. Th
Cournoyer study will provide this econometric model and measures
of the “recurring dollar”. (See Appendix C) However, this is a long
range study; we must provide something for the near future.

This Commission, therefore, urges that the Governor and/or the
netary of Administration and Finance mandate the Department of

Corporations and Taxation to expand its data-collecting service to be
able to give figures regarding room tax, meal tax, gasoline tax and
other figures relevant to the tourist industry on a monthly basis and
that such figures also be broken down community-by-community.
This is the situation in many other states and it helps definitive
planning regarding the real facts concerning tourism. FAILURE TO
ACCOMPLISH THIS BY ADMINISTRATIVE MANDATE WILL
CALL FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF CORRECTIVE LEGISLA-

TO UR IST INFORMA TION S YSTEM £
The present informational system is at best rudimentary. Spotty

advertising causes congestion at some place while other attractions lie
fallow. While we cannot force tourist to go to particular places, good
information on the nature of attractions and directions to these
attractions may help to disperse these visitors.

The Interstate Highways have been referred to as “tunnels of
isolation”. By immediately implementing Chapter 1016 of the Acts
of 1973 the situation would be ameliorated. It is the Commission’s

TION
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intent to monitor its implementation. (See Appendix D) The DNR,
DPW, and the MDC should work together under the direction of the
Division of Tourism to see that the signing and information area
program, covers the following areas:

1. Recreational Land: There is a great deal of recreational land in
Massachusetts, owned by private persons and by state, federal, local
and regional governmental bodies. This recreational land provides the
public with opportunities for hunting, fishing, swimming, boating,

" camping, mountain climbing, hiking, bicycling and viewing scenic
vistas. Some of this recreational land is aimed only at local use; other
land is aimed at national or regional use. Most important of all, the
general public must be made fully aware of what facilities are
available for their enjoyment.

2. Historical Shrines: Massachusetts, truly the keeper of the
nation’s heritage, is most fortunate in our rich heritage of important
historical shrines which played so vital a role in the early develop-
ment of these United States. Coordination into rails is desirable.

3. Recreation Industry:Private industry participates in recreation
by operating “resort like” complexes, providing private recreational
land, entertainment and related vacation/travel industries. Most
common among such are the ski resorts of the Berkshires and the
seaside resorts of Cape Cod. The role of the Division of Tourism
should be to keep the public informed through their program of
information and signing.

4. Related Vacation/Travel Industries: This category includes a
great number of industries that depend heavily on the tourist
activities of the public and they include hotels, motels, gift shops,
tourist agencies, restaurants and much of the transportation industry.
Also included are the food and beverage industries and the gasoline
industry. Travelers to any of our attractions, utilize these related
industries to produce jobs, income, profits, tax receipts and growth
for the economy of the Commonwealth.

Thus, tourism in Massachusetts deals with all four of these
components of recreation/travel and should be promoted through
the information and signing program. (See Appendix D)

After reviewing brochures from other states the Commission
suspects that we are behind our sister states in the promotion of
tourism. For example, upon entering the State of Nevada, the

PROMOTION
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traveler is greeted with areas which provide cold drinks and a warm
welcome. Coupons to promote casinos, the main tourist attraction in
Nevada, are issued to these tourists. In addition, the Las Vegas
Chamber of Commerce will book the traveler with hotel accommoda-
tions at no charge.

Essex County in Massachusetts is now operating a similar “hotel
reservation” program, however this system should be implemented
throughout the entire Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

When entering South Dakota one immediately becomes aware of
the ultra modern rest areas, which actually look like tourist
attractions therselves. These areas also provide camping and picnic
facilities.

The Pennsylvania Dutch Country has a very impressive signing
system leading the tourist to the many areas of attraction.

California has established a superior parks system set up especially
for camping and geared mainly for tourists.

Florida has established roadside stands which provide incoming
tourists with a glass of orange juice as a means of welcoming them to
the Sunshine State.

However, we can only analyze the situation empirically at this
time, since their is currently no significant data to develop a valid
index. The intent of the Commission is to study this matter very
carefully and make recommendations at a later date.

According to Chapter 14, Section 11 of the Acts of 1966,
two-thirds of the room occupancy tax shall be credited to the general
fund, while the remaining one-third shall go into the “Tourism and
Industrial Fund”. This third “shall be used solely for the develop-
ment and promotion of travel, vacation, recreation and other aspects
of tourism within the Commonwealth, and for the development and
promotion of the Commonwealth as an area for the location and
expansion of industrial and commercial business activities.”

Based on the latest budget report the Department of Commerce
and Development is using this money for the following items that
concern our Commission.
Administration $ 1,177,000Recommended
Expenses for tourist information booths 43,680
Vacation and tourist promotion and advertising 832,500
Industrial promotion and advertising 550,000

PROMOTION FUNDING
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After all expenses, including the others that are not listed here, the
Tourist and Industrial Fund is left with a reserve of $2 million.

It is the opinion of the Commission that the funding of much of
the operation of the Department of Commerce and Development
comes from the share of the room occupancy tax intended by statute
to be spent solely for promotion. This, we feel, should not be the
case and the Department should be funded out of the general fund.

would leave much more for both tourism and industrial
development promotion. We must determine whether new legislation
is needed to achieve this end which was the original objective of
Chapter 14, Section 11 of the Acts of 1966. Chapter 1038 (See
Appendix D) is a start in the right direction but we see a need to
continue our investigation into this whole question of funding from
the room occupancy tax. Future hearings will include the investiga-
tion of all new programs and an examination of the operation of the
Department of Commerce and Development.

GASOLINE CRISIS
It is the opinion of the Commission that, if the gasoline crisis

continues, changes in the pattern of seeking visitors to Massachusetts
must be made with emphasis placed on advertising methods of
reaching those within reasonable driving distance, rather than any
national advertising appeal. With this, most persons in the private
sector of tourism in Massachusetts agree.

In relation to the gasoline shortage, the Commission has held
numerous public hearings, including meetings with representatives of
the various officially designated tourist areas of the Commonwealth,
both at the State House and in the areas themselves, in addition to
continuing research and contact with all sectors of Massachusetts. At
the meetings we have discussed the following in relation to the crisis:

This Commission was warning of the gasoline problem and the
it posed to the entire tourist industry, early in the year as

attested by the report of the second meeting of the Commission on
April 24, 1973. (See Appendix E) At a subsequent meeting on May
23, 1973, (See Appendix F) we met with representatives of the ALA,
the AAA and the Oil Industry to try to further determine the effect
of this crisis on tourism in Massachusetts.

The Commission was successful in answering the plea of Mr.
Michael Frucci, Executive Secretary of the Cape Cod Chamber of
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Commerce in that through our efforts this summer the allotment of
gas to the Cape Cod area was increased.

At a meeting of the Commission on June 26, 1973, (See Appendix
E) we gathered together experts in the field, ranging all the way up
to David E. Oliver, Assistant Director, Programs and Analysis of the
Office of Oil and Gas, Department of the Interior. Mr. Oliver
remains a key figure in current Federal efforts to solve this crisis.

Because so high a percentage (over 85%) of tourists come
automobile, we have emphasized the need for consideration of those
with tremendous investments in the tourist industry. (Note letter to
President Nixon and replies on Sunday closing of gasoline stations).
(See Appendix F)

In dealing with the gasoline crisis we are in the process of
exploring new legislation on Mass Transit to determine expansion of
rail travel, especially the need for rebuilding the railbeds in the
Commonwealth so trains may travel in safety. The experimental
“Ski-Train”, which started last year to Vermont, seems successful
and may be indicative of future travel patterns of the public.

Since Massachusetts is truly a center of historical tradition in this
country, the approaching Bicentennial Celebration will have a
particularly strong effect on us. Although, it is presently impossible
to estimate the number of tourists expected for the Celebration, it is
safe to assume their number will be great and it is for this reason that
tills Commission has maintained a close liaison with the Massa-
chusetts Bicentennial Commission. This Commission’s chief concern
is that the Commonwealth be prepared for the Celebration and to
optimize the historical tradition during this time. (See appendix G)

The members of this Commission have brought forth the drive for
emphasis upon the “Knox Trail”, the Route followed by Col .el Henry
Knox when he brought the cannon from Fort Ticondt ;a,
the state line from New York into Western Massachusetts, through
Central Massachusetts, and finally, to Boston where the cannon
helped break the British control there and resulted in evacuation of
their forces. Tliis Commission felt it was most important because it
wpuld provide linkage with the total Commonwealth to the
Bicentennial itself. A special subcommittee of the Bicentennial
Commission is now working on the Knox Trail Project. (See
Appendix G)

BICENTENNIAL
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One Project in which both industry and tourism have combined
interest today is in wineries. In both New York and California,
wineries have proven to be tremendous attractions to visiting
tourists.

As of October of this year, the wineries in the Finger Lakes area of
New York, for example, had 250,000 visitors who contributed
millions of dollars to the economy.

In the past three years, we find that a least three vineyard winery
enterprises have been undertaken in the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts which, with some legislative assistance now being arranged,
could form the foundation for a valuable new economic interest and
a stimulant for present industries such as trucking, bottling, farm
machinery, fertilizers and tourism. We believe that by amending
existing winery statutes to emphasize income through taxation of
wine rather than prohibitive licensing fees, we could increase both
public and private revenue, promote agricultural production, and
assist intelligent land use as well as magnifying the tourist appeal in
Massachusetts.

Another area of interest to the Commission, is the development of
some of our existing tourist attraction areas from a seasonal
operational into a year round operation. For example, we are now
working on ways to extend the season at Cape Cod. Perhaps this can
be done by expanding recreational facilities such as golf and other
outdoor activities.

A similar program could conceivably be implemented in the
Berkshires by utilizing the winter facilities for summer activities such
as hiking and cmping similar to what has been done in Britain and
Scotland and utilizing the numerous summer resorts for winter
attractions.

It must be realized that since this is an interim report it does not
represent all the final solutions. However, we have defined many of
the problems and supplied some of the answers. Along with learning
the route to solving the problems, we have seen two pieces of
legislation enacted through our efforts. We will continue to pursue
the recommendations in the tourist industry, guide the implementa-
tion of our current legislation and inquire as to tire availability of
federally funded programs.

DIVERSIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW INTERESTS

CONCLUSION
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SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION ON TOURISM

Senate Chairman
Home Chairman

SENATE VICE CHAIRMAN HOUSE VICE CHAIRMANGOVERNOR'S APPOINTMENTS

D.C.D. - Promotion
D.P.W. - Transportation
D.N.R. - Forests & Parks
D.C.&T. - Statistical Data

Economic Advisor MBTA - Inter City Trans.
MTA - Turnpike

Lodging Western Mass.
Lodging-Eastern Mass.
Convention Promotion MPA - Air Travel; Rent-a-car

TOURIST INDUSTRY TRADEREGIONAL TOURIST COUNCILS

Berkshire Hills Conference
Mohawk Trail Association
Pioneer Valley Association
Central Mass. Tourist Council
Essex County Tourist Council

Massachusetts Hotel-Motel Association
Massachusetts Restaurant Association
Representative - Major Bus Lines
Representative - Airlines
Representative - Rent-a-CarGreater Boston Chamber of Commerce

Norfolk County Development Council
Plymouth County Tourist Council
Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce
Martha's Vineyard Chamberof Commerce
Nantucket Chamber of Commerce
Bristol County Development Council

Representative - Major Site Attractions
Representative - Local Recreation
Representative - Trans. Information Service-AAA
Representative - ALA
Representative - AAA
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■il Page 1. Functional Chart Structure

Page 2. Two Examples of Sub-Committee Functions.

Page 3. Examples

Senate and House Chairmen set policy and Committee and Sub-
Committee assignments.

Senate Vice-Chairman:
To serve as Chairman for all sub-committees that he is assigned to or
to appoint a designee for his sub-committee responsibilities. The
primary responsibility of the Senate Vice-Chairman well be to
coordinate the assigned functions of all state departments involved,
and where applicable, the assignments to Governor’s appointments,
Regional Tourist Councils and Tourist Industry Trade representa-
tives.

House Vice-Chairman

To serve as Chairman for all sub-committees that he is assigned to or
to appoint a designee for his sub-committee responsibilities. The
primary responsibility of the House Vice-Chairman will be to
coordinate the responsibilities of the authorities; and where applica-
ble, the assignments to Governor’s appointments, Regional Tourist
Councils and Tourist Industry representatives.

APPENDIX A

A SUGGESTED MODEL FOR THE SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE
COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE TOURISM

SUGGESTED FUNCTIONS FOR SPECIAL LEGISTATIVE
COMMISSION TO INVESTIGA TE TOURISM
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Example of a Sub-Committee:
Sub-Committee for transportation needs for tourism. House Vice-
Chairman - Suggested member could be the representative from the
Department of Public Works, the MBTA, MBA, or Mass. Port
Authority. Also on this committee, it would be appropriate to have
the representative of the major bus lines, airlines, rent-a-car and'
transportation (AAA).

A sub-committee to study the market research statistical needs of the
tourist industry. This committee would be chaired by the Senate
Vice-Chairman, the representative from the Department of Com-
merce and Development, the representative from the Department of
Corporation and Taxation, members from each of the Regional
Tourist Councils and all members of the Tourist Industry Trade, and
the Governor’s Economic Advisory, lodging and convention represen-
tatives.

EXAMPLES

Example of Sub-Committee:
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The figures on the following charts represent only bank receipts
for the respective months and are not in themselves totally reliable
values. They should, therefore, only be used as general indicators of
tax revenues. The estimated percentage of the tax revenues derived
from Tourist Related Businesses.

Tax Sources
Income 2
Corporations 5
Sales and Use 5
Motor Fuel 15
Cigarette 5
Alcoholic Beverages 15
Insurance 5
Banks 1
Meals 10
State Racing 1
Room Occupancy 75
Sundry 1

Of every hundred dollars spent by visitors exclusive of taxes
$22 for food and beverage
$lB hotel, motel and other rentals
$ 13 clothing, retail purchases
$l2 gasoline and automotive
$ 11 transportation-public utilities
$ 5 drugs and sundries
$ 4 services, professional and personal
$ 3 laundry, dry cleaning

APPENDIX B
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SALES TAXES FOR YEARS: 1971, 1972, 1973
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ROOM OCCUPANCY TAX FOR: 1973, 1072, 1971
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To measure the Economic Impact of Tourism in the Common-
wealth.

Capital Investment. Only a few states have done capital investment
studies. The most notable is New York. At a later date such a
study will be initiated. The capital investment on an estimated
50,000 rooms can be very high. The Boston area alone has over
3,900 additional rooms planned or under construction. The real
estate tax on these properties can only be a staggering figure.
Employment. Up-to-date figures on generated employment from
tourism are not available. In mid-summer, 1967, an estimated
52,000 persons were employed in tourism with a payroll of more
than $3,200,000 per week. These figures are biased downward.
Taxes. In 1972 the room occupancy excise tax was $7,428,186
and the total revenue amounted to over $132,000,000. Meal tax
for 1972 was $36,360,409 and generated sales of over
$720,000,000.

Multiplier of Cash Flow. No data has been worked out for this
factor. Is this figure important? Absolutely. These figures will
show the number of times money will turn over in the
Commonwealth before it comes to rest. Hotels Motels and Food
Services are labor intensive and will have a greater mutliplier effect
than will the sale of gasoline which has a very low multiplier
effect. Gasoline is not processed in Massachusetts and only a small
fraction of the total cost is for labor.

There are reportedly over 50,000 room units in the Common-
wealth. We know little of the hotel/motel/camping occupancy by
area or by State, except what is published by accounting firms and
individuals. Such items as gasoline consumption, food sales, dollars

APPENDIX C

SYNOPSIS OF DR. CO URNOYER STUDY

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY?

WHAT FACTORS ARE INVOLVED IN THE ECNONMIC BASE?

WHAT MAGNITUDE OF BUSINESS ARE WE TALKING
ABOUT FOR MASSACHUSETTS?
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spent on products are purely estimates. Travelers in the United
States are said to number 100 to 125 million each year. What is
the Massahcusetts percentage of this total traveling public?
Questions like the above must be answered with routineness to
know what to expect from tourism in Massachusetts. Every state
in the Union is engaged to greater or lesser degree in tourism
depending in each case on its desires and philisophy for this
segment of the economy. The Federal Government in the last two
years has begun to seriously recognize the value of travel by
greatly increasing its budget.

Tourism, like any segment of the economy, is important. Until
a short time ago only the industrial sector was considered
important by economists and therefore most economists did their
work in that field. Today the service sector is larger than the
industrial sector and only now are economists beginning to do
serious investigatory work in this area. To date lack of data has
seriously hampered indepth emperical studies in tourism. Today
environment is as much of a cause for concern as is the need for
good planning. The model and the study of the tourism sector will
help to promote the right areas, at the right time, with proper
consideration of the environment by having the proper advertising
and marketing plans consonant with proper growth of the
industry. One must avoid the experiences of Puerto Rico,
Bahamas, Florida, the Caribbean, etc. It is not unexpected that
future development will be limited to those projects which are
properly conceived and financed, and which consider environ-
mental impact.

We propose to study the economy by an econometric model
and other statistical techniques available to the econometrician

Econometrics is the application of mathematical techniques to
the solving of economic problems. Although mathematical tech-
niques are, by themselves, devoid of any economic content, a
combination of the two sciences results in a form of economics

IV. WHY CONCERN FOR TOURISM?

V. HOW DO WE PROPOSE TO DO THE STUDY?

VI. WHAT IS ECONOMETRICS?
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that is many times more powerful than non-econometric eco-
nomics. Mathematics multiplies the power of the economist’s tools
and concepts. The major strength of econometric technique is that
it allows the user to impute an economic event to its various
causes. For example, it makes it possible to state that of a 10
percent increase in tourism sales, four percent is due to an increase
in advertising and six percent is due to the improvement in the
economy resulting from a given government stimulus.

An econometric model of tourism for the Commonwealth!
This model is not without related spinoffs such as on-going reports
of the economy, inventories on hotels motels camping, etc.
along with tourists’ facilities and their uses.

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE RESULTS?
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Three

AN ACT PROVIDING FOR INFORMATION FACILITIES ON CERTAIN
LIMITED ACCESS HIGHWAYS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

SECTION 1. Section 7C of chapter 81 of the Genera) Laws is
hereby amended by adding the following three paragraphs: -

The department is authorized to provide information services
which may include indoor commercial and non-commercial adver-
tising displays, directories, bulletin boards, wall maps, and the
building wherein such services are provided shall be staffed with
attendants for the convenience, necessity and safety of the traveling
public on limited access highways. The building within which such
information services are provided shall be operated, and maintained
internally, by a person, firm, corporation, county, municipality or
other state department or agency. In the event that an information
center is to be operated and maintained by a person, firm,
corporation, county, municipality or other state department or
agency, the department, subject to rules, regulations and standards
determined by the department and the department of commerce and
development and with the approval of the Federal Highway
Administration, is authorized to enter into a lease or memorandum
of understanding for a term of years or on terms which the
department deems appropriate regarding the operation and mainte-
nance of such information centers and the operation and mainte-
nance of adjacent sanitary facilities.

%

All income due the department from leases authorized by this
section shall be paid to the state treasurer and credited to the
highway fund.

The department of commerce and development shall be designated
by the department as the agent to participate with the department in
the selection of lessees and to oversee the operation of information
centers and control advertising in accordance with lease agreements,
subject of approval by the Federal Highway Administration.

APPENDIX D
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SECTION 2. Authorization granted to the department of public
works by section seven C of chapter eighty-one of the General Laws,
as amended by section one of this act, shall be restricted to six
projects for the purpose of operating and maintaining information
centers and sanitary facilities on interstate highway route 195 in the
towns of Seekonk and Swansea, on interstate highway route 91
northbound from the state of Connecticut, on interstate highway
route 95 in the town of Mansfield, on state highway route 3 in the
towns of Plymouth and Kingston, on interstate highway route 93 in
the town of Andover and on interstate highway route 495 in the
towns of Bolton and Harvard.

House of Representatives, October 30, 1973.
Passed to be enacted, David M. Bartley, Speaker.

Passed to be enacted, Kevin B. Harrington, President.

November 8, 1973.
Approved,

Francis W. Sargent, Governor.

In Senate, October 30, 1973.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Four

AN ACT FURTHER REGULATING THE INSTALLATION OF INFORMA-
TION FACILITIES ON CERTAIN HIGHWAYS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter 1016 of the acts of 1973 is hereby
2 amended by striking out section and inserting in place thereof
3 the following section;
4 Section 2. Authorization granted to the department of public
5 works by section seven C of chapter eighty-one of the Genera
6 Laws, as amended by section one of this act, ten, route 195 ir
7 the towns of Seekonk and Swansea, on interstate highway route
8 91 northbound from the state of Connecticut, on interstate
9 highway route 95 in the town of Mansfield, on state highway 3 in

10 the towns of Plymouth and Kingston, on interstate highway
11 route 93 in the town of Andover and on interstate highway route
12 495 in the towns of Bolton and Harvard.

I - 95 Salisbury

I—B6 Sturbridge
I— 91 Bemardston

RI —25 Plymouth

13 These shall be at all major highway entry points

On September 24, 1973 letters were sent to all tourist councils
requesting suggestions and recommendations on tourist information
sighs. The response to this letter was very enthusiastic. In each area
there is a need for signs, especially in the areas west of Route 28.

It is felt by the Commission that a state wide system of signs b
initiated. It is felt that a new system of signs would be of great valu
to the tourist industry in general, especially with tl
Bicentennial.

ring of the

mjc Commontuealtf) of jfflasteacfmgettK

TOURIST INFORMATION SIGNS
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In this regard a letter was sent to the Commissioner of Education
requesting information on having a contest in the school, with
children between the ages of 6-12, to design a sign with a special
emblem and color to be used to point out tourist attractions only.

We are presently working with the Massachusetts secondary school
Principals Association to establish a form for the contest.
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tEfje Commontocaltl) of JflafiKacfmfietti!
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Three.

AN ACT ESTABLISHING A PROGRAM FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO
REGIONAL AND LOCAL TOURIST PROMOTION AGENCIES AND
COMMUNITIES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows:

SECTION 1. Chapter 23 A of the General Laws is hereby amended
by adding the following section:

Section 14. The department is hereby directed, subject to
appropriation, to establish a program for financial assistance to those
public or nonprofit agencies which promote or provide services for
tourism, conventions, travel and recreation in the commonwealth.

Funds shall be granted to agencies listed in section six of chapter
six hundred and thirty-six of the acts of nineteen hundred and
sixty-four with the addition of Norfolk County Tourist Council, Inc.,
the Central Massachusetts Tourist Council, Inc., the Bristol County
Development Council, Inc., The Plymouth County Development
Council, Inc., and to any other public or nonprofit agency which has
been in operation for two consecutive years prior to application for
funds under this section and which spends fifteen thousand dollars in
its fiscal year on tourism or a public or nonprofit agency which has a
total budget larger that the average of Massachusetts tourist
promotion agencies as estimated by the secretary of the executive
office of manpower affairs and which spends twenty-five per cent of
said budget on tourism.

Funds shall be used to strengthen efforts of tourists, conventions,
travel and recreation agencies to attract and service visitors to the

and to better manage and distribute the influx of
visitors. The amount of funds received by any one agency shall

be based on, but not limited to, the following criteria: -

(1) geographical size and population served by such agency;
(2) amount of matching funds from nongovernmental sources;
(3) assurance that the funded proposal will be in addition to the

work currently being done by the agency and that the agency will
maintain a continued effort of the funded program;
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(4) demonstrated effectiveness of agency;
(5) integration of agency’s tourism promotion plans with other

private and public agency plans.
Appropriated monies shall be derived from the Tourism and

Industrial Promotion Fund established by section eleven of chapter
sixty-four G. No funds may be spent for travel, entertainment,
salaries or purchase of equipment under this section.

The department is hereby authorized to make grants to agencies
from the Tourism and Industrial Promotion Fund to assist such^
agencies in planning and carrying out their promotional programs
and projects; provided, that before any such grant may be made:

(1) the agency shall have made application to the department for
such grant, and shall have set forth the program proposed to be
undertaken for the purpose of encouraging and stimulating tourist,
visitor and vacation business. The,application shall further state, with
evidence satisfactory to the department, the amount of nongovern-

ital funds held by or committed or subscribed to the agency for
lication to the purposes herein described and the amount of the

Nt for which application is made
(2) the department, after review of the application, is satisfied

that the program of the agency appears to be in accord with the
of this section, and shall authorize the making of a grant to

such agency

3) the maximum received by a private nonprofit agency shall be
greater than the amount received by that agency from nongovern-

mental sources.
Any agency receiving funds under this section shall make, a report

on the use of said funds at such time and in such form as the
commissioner shall specify. The secretary of the executive office of
manpower affairs shall establish guidelines in which to regulate the
dispersal of funds under this section.

SECTION 2. The department of commerce and development is^
hereby directed, subject to appropriation, to establish a program for
special impact assistance to municipal agencies which are planning
and operating programs to manage, distribute, and provide services
for major, extraordinary influxes of tourists during the fiscal years
nineteen hundred and seventy-four to nineteen hundred and seventy-

n, inclusive. Said funds shall be appropriated from the two thirds
)f the ioom occupancy excise allocated to the General Fund under
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clause (a) of section eleven of chapter sixty-four G of the General
Laws.

A municipal agency shall submit an application to said department
for such special impact assistance. If said department, after review of
the application, is satisfied that the program of the agency appears to
be in accord with the purposes of this section, it shall authorize the
making of a grant to such agency.

Grants may be made to municipal agencies for, but not necessarily
limited to, programs to provide information services, promote better
distribution of visitors throughout the commonwealth to available
existing capacities, and to provide aid for extraordinary services
necessitated by large increases in visitors. Funds may not be spent for
travel, entertainment, capital expenditures or the purchase of
equipment, nor may they be dispersed under this section after the
fiscal year nineteen hundred and seventy-seven.

The amount of funds received by any one agency shall be based
on:

(1) size and location of population served
(2) amount of matching funds from private and municipal

sources;
(3) demonstrated need to manage, distribute and provide services

for visitors;
(4) level of community involvement and support from local

institutions;
(5) integration of program with activities of other private and

public agencies affecting the municipality.

SECTION 3. The department of commerce and development shall
recommend during the fiscal years nineteen hundred and seventy-
four to nineteen hundred and seventy-seven, inclusive, the granting
of funds in the general appropriation act, to be appropriated from
the two thirds of the room occupancy excise allocated to the General
Fund under clause (a) of section eleven of chapter sixty-four G of
the General Laws.

House of Representatives, November 1, 1973.
Passed to be enacted, David M. Bartley, Speaker.

In Senate, November 5, 1973.
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Passed to be enacted, Kevin B. Harrington, President.

November 16, 1973
Approved

Francis W. Sargent, Governor.
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In attendance at the second meeting of the Special Commission to
study and promote recreation, vacation, travel and tourism in the
Commonwealth on Tuesday, April 24, 1973, were: House Chairman,
Rep. Buffone, Rep. Nickinello, Rep. Reynolds, Rep. LaPointe,
Commissioner Seers, Commissioner Campbell, Commissioner Lucci,
Mr. Robert Richardson of DPW, Mr. Angus MacDonald, Dr. Albert J.
Kelly, and Mr. Joseph Brown of Natural Resources.

Commissioners Sears recommends writing to Sweden and Norway
because they are tops in tourism business.

Mr. Angus MacDonald pointed out that we are faced with a greater
percentage of people coming to Logan. Money put into tourism
benefits the State. Tourist dollar brings quicker return.

Chairman Buffone stated that advertising in small papers, putting
in a full page ad, would have an impact on traveling people.

He also mentioned gasoline shortage would definitely be a
problem. He suggested to the Commission that he would like to go to
Washington with two of the Representatives to discuss the problem
and get concrete evidence and information. All members are in favor.

Chairman stated that a letter would go to Secretary of State to
suggest that the State House be opened on Saturdays, Sundays and
Holidays.

Paul Lanigan suggested that Commission invite some of the
managers of the gasoline companies to come to a meeting and discuss
the gas shortage and what will happen here.

The third meeting of the Special Commission of Tourism began to
zero in on the threatened gasoline shortage.

In attendance at this meeting of the Commission on May 23, 1973
were: Chairman, Rep. Buffone, Senator Aylmer, Rep LaPointe, Rep.
Nickinello, Rep. Peck, Commissioner Campbell, Bernard Markwell,
Vice-President of Gulf Oil Company, Andrew Caraber of the ALA,
Joe Brown of Natural Resources, Paul Lanigan of the Boston
Chamber of Commerce, Wilfred Hall of the Independent Oil Men’s
Association of New England, Frank Shaw of Commerce and
Development, Richard Hoover of the AAA and Dean Kelley of
Boston College School of Business.

APPENDIX E

THE GASOLINE CRISIS
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Speaker David M. Bartley addressed the Commission and was
upset with the possibility of cutbacks of gasoline in the State because
of its effect on the Tourist Industry, Massachusetts’ second largest,
and the employment that the Industry creates. It generates 1.2
billion dollars in the economy each year. He also felt it effected
everybody from the bus-boy to the president of the bank.

Representative Charles J. Buffone, House Chairman of Commis-
sion, then made the following statement.

“We are here today to gather information and suggestions in
connection with the possible impact of the threatened gasoline
shortage on the tourism industry of the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts.

Let me say at the outset that we are not seeking to point the
finger at or pin the blame on anyone. That is not the problem. Our
objective is to get as accurate a picture of the possible shortage as we
can and then to see what we can do and that includes all of the
interested parties here today to keep the impact of the shortage on
our tourism industry to a minimum.

The importance of that can be recognized when we realize that
tourism is the second largest industry in Massachusetts. We want to
do everything we can to keep that industry healthy.

A lot of doubts have been created in people’s minds because of the
many conflicting reports about the impending gasoline shortage.
About 85 percent of all vacationers come to Massachusetts by
automobile and it would be devastating to our tourist industry if people
decide to stay home because they’ve been convinced from what
they’ve heard and read that they just won’t be able to get gasoline
along the way.

We have invited to meet with us today several persons we feel may
be able to shed some light on this situation and offer some helpful
suggestions.”

Mr. Bernard Markwell, Vice President of Gulf Oil stated that
Massachusetts would get its fair share of gasoline and other
petroleum products which it uses. But, due to Massachusetts’
inability to handle the DWT supertankers which hold 326,000
gallons, there were doubts about the future not the immediate future
but the foreseeable future. His feelings were that there would
continue to be a gas shortage due to the inability of the refineries to
meet the total demand.
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The fourth meeting of the Commission was held on June 26, 1973
and Representative Terrence McCarthy stated that there was a severe
gasoline shortage in the lower Cape Cod area. As a result, a resolution
was filed in the House and the gasoline companies which supply the
Cape and Islands were contacted. The situation was remedied within
a short period of time.

David Oliver, Assistant Director of the Office of Oil and Gas of the
U.S. Department of the Interior and now the right hand man of Mr.
Simon, U.S. Energy “czar”, was present at the Commission meeting.

He stated that “a number of factors, including well-head price
controls, foreign competition, and environmental constraints, have
slowed oil and gas development to the extent that current U.S.
production is lagging because of environmental restraints on its
mining and burning; nuclear power plant construction is behind
schedule; and new technologies and industries which will produce
clean synthetic fuels from.our huge coal and oil shale resources are
still on the horizon.”

The U.S. Department of the Interior estimates the nation’s energy
requirements will keep rising at an average of 3.6% per year through
the rest of the century. Recent annual increases have averaged about
4.2%. Constraints on the domestic fuel supplies with emphasis on the
consumption of clean energy has caused the burden to fall on oil,
more particularly on oil from sources outside the U.S.

In 1968 our oil imports averaged 2.8 million barrels a day, or 36%
of our needs. 1985 projection of present trends will mean 50-60% of
our total oil supply will have to be from Eastern Hemisphere sources.

Long-term availability of foreign fuel for import is by no means
assured. The world’s resource base is substantial. But, the demand
from competing countries is putting increased pressures on the
available supplies. Our energy needs increasing by 3.6% a year and
the demands in Japan, Russia and Western Europe are increasing at
an even greater rate.

We are currently being limited on our imports. To illustrate,
Canada in February of 1973 announced it was limiting petroleum
exports to the U.S., and recently put increased embargoes on our
imports of gasoline and heating oils because of the demand by their
nation for oil supplies which is growing more rapidly than is their
producing capabilities.

The Federal Government currently has legislation in Congress to
restore increased gas exploration, off-shore exploration on the
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Continental Shelf, and legislation for the Alaskan pipeline for
domestic oil which would increase oil supplies by 2 million barrels
per day or approximately one-third of our current import level.

This Commission has current legislation, also, in the Senate Ways
and Means to help the statutory tourist councils as well as the
legislation in the House Ways and Means Committee.

But, it would not be a constant shortage. The industry would have
enough additional gasoline production capacity with its existing
refineries together with imports for 1974, but they would be at the
same level as 1973. 1975 is quite fuzzy, but hopefully the situation
will improve.

The demand has caught up with us due to the negative effect of
the environmental movement on the domestic fuel supply, the Clean
Air Act of 1970, the 56 nuclear plants, plus the new emission
regulations for automobiles. The demand for gasoline is expected to
increase about 12% by 1976 over and above the normal growth
which would mean 900,000 additional barrels/daily. The refining
capacity shortness has been in the making for many years. The
Commission has done and is doing all within its power to rectify the
situation with private industries and the Federal Government.

Mr. Hoover, Legislative Council of the AAA was present, but did
not give testimony.

In the current energy crunch, federal and state allocation policies
are being developed with the objective of preserving our industrial
and business economy to the greatest extent possible. A primary
effort is being made to allocate the cuts in energy uses in ways that
minimize the effects on employment. In general, this means
concentrating cuts on household and commercial heating and lighting
and on private passenger gasoline consumption.

With this pattern of allocation of the shortage, the main initial
economic effect will be the reduction of consumer expenditures for
energy because of its unavailability and for items closely associated
with automobile driving. This would include not only expenditures
on gasoline, fuel oil, and electricity, but also expenditures on such
items as tires, parts and auto repair services, hotels, motels,

THE ENERGY CRISIS AND TOURISM IN MASSACHUSETTS
BY

ALBERT J. KELLEY
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recreation vehicles and large automobiles themselves. The President’s
Council of Economic Advisors estimates that the initial reduction of
spending for these purposes to be about 1.5% of consumer expendi-
tures. About 2/3 of this consumer expenditure reduction would
cause a direct reduction of domestically-produced private income.

By concentrating its efforts on preservations of the mainstream of
the industrial economy, the government will allow the tourism and

industries to initially bear a larger than proportionate
of the economic impact. However, tourism and recreation in

Massachusetts should not be as severely impacted as will be the case
initially in other areas of the country more remote from metropoli-
tan areas.

Most of our summer and winter recreational areas in Massachusetts
are within cash driving distanct of large metropolitan areas, asuch as
New York or Boston. Therefore, the impact should not be as great
as, for example, the more northern parts of New England. In fact,
people seeking recreation may be apt to confine themselves to
shorter driving distances from home and may give a higher
proportionate share of an overall reduced business to Massachusetts.

If the Arab oil embargo and shortages persist through the summer
season of 1974 (and there is good reason to believe that residual
short term and long term effects will remain), then there is every
reason to believe that vacationers will adapt to other means of
transportation to reach recreational areas with less dependence on
the automobile.

There are no reliable economic soothsayers in the current energy
crisis which has many variables including Federal allocation policies,
and foreign potentates. The tourism and recreation business in
Massachusetts should, barring unforeseen disruptions of gasoline and
oil supplies, show a reduction in overall business but nothing of
severe recession or economic disaster proportions. If Massachusetts

its fair share of oil and gasoline, then the overall economy
remain fairly stable with decreased growth but without a

recession. The recreation and tourism industry will probably be one
of the more severely impacted major segments of the Massachusetts
economy with a possible 15-20% decline in revenues and employ-
ment if the Arab oil embargo continues into summer. If the embargo
were to be lifted very soon, the 1974 summer season should be
slightly off from 1973 which itself saw a 1 1% decline.
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If Massachusetts does not receive its fair share of national
allocations or there are significant disruptions in supplies or
workflows, the economy of Massachusetts, including its recreational
industry, would suffer in direct proportion to such shortages or
disruptions.
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
House of Representatives

State House, Boston

November 27, 1973

President Richard M. Nixon
White House
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. President;

On Sunday, November 25, 1973,1 listened intently to your speech
concerning the energy crisis. Subsequently, I find that I have no
other alternative than to express my dissatisfaction on the unfair
impact that you suggest be placed on businesses throughout the
nation. Of these businesses those most affected will be those
concerned with tourism in Massachusetts.

As you know,, the tourism trade depends heavily on week-end
travel. With gas stations closed on Sundays the second largest
industry in our State will be severely stricken. In relying on revenue
from our tourist trade which is four-seasonal the cut backs you
proposed will create severe economic hardship upon our State.

Mr. President, prior to the occurrences mentioned above, the
economy of our State, Massachusetts, has be adversely affected by:

(1) The closing of our government bases at
(a) BOSTON NAVAL SHIPYARD and
(b) WESTOVER AIR FORCE BASE

(2) The cutback of production at Petro Chemicals, a result of
the poor supplies of raw plastic and plastic resins

Mr. President, the net result of the aforementioned will be:

(1) A decrease and closing of businesses that have been in
operation for many years

(2) Lost revenue, unemployment and economic hardship to be
incurred by the tourism industry, and

(3) Lost revenue with a substantial increase in our welfare
roles

APPENDIX F
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It is my opinion that, if gas stations must be closed for one day
each week, that day should be Wednesday or Thursday, as this would
create less hardship on the American public.

It is vital that you reassess your thoughts on curbing and
restricting the tourism industry in Massachusetts, an industry vital to
the economic life-blood of our State.

1 hope that you consider this appeal and put an end to this unfair
hardship.

Sincerely,

Charles J. Buffone
House Chairman
Special Commission to Investigate
the Recreational Facilities, Travel,
Vacation and Tourist Industry of the
Commonwealth

CJB
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THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington

December 12, 1973

Mr. Chairman;

On behalf of the President, 1 want to thank you for taking the
time to share your thoughts on the energy situation. As you may
know, the President has recently established the Federal Energy
Office to coordinate the Federal energy-related policy and responsi-
bilities, pending Congressional authorization of a Federal Energy
Administration. Your comments have been forwarded to that office
for their careful consideration and you may be hearing further from
them.

With the President’s appreciation and best wishes,

Sincerely,

Roland E. Elliott
Special Assistant
to the President

The Honorable Charles J. Buffone
Member of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts

State House
Boston, Massachusetts

%
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Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

December 6, 1973

Hon. Charles J. Buffone
House of Representatives
Boston, Mass., £

Dear Representative Buffone:

This will acknowledge you recent letter concerning the energy
crisis.

Thank you for writing; I appreciate hearing from you on this
matter. Presently, there are a number of proposals being offered by
both the Congress and the Administration to deal with the short and
long range problems of an energy shortage.

The Congress has already passed major legislation allowing for fuel
allocation, PL 93-28 and PL 93-159, which require the President to
institute mandatory allocation of crude oil, residual fuel oil and
refined petroleum products. In addition, the Congress has passed
legislation to stimulate mass transit construction and provide
operating subsidies for existing mass transit systems, as well as the
Alaska pipeline construction bill, PL 93-153. The House has also
passed legislation providing for a reduced national speed limit,
year-round daylight savings time, and more economical use of energy
in Government-owned and leased buildings.

Presently, the House is considering H.R. 11450, the National
Emergency Energy Act; H.R. 11510, Establishment of an Indepen-
dent Energy Research and Development Administration; and H.R.
5898, Deepwater Ports legislation.

Under my direction, the New England Congressional Caucus
had its entire staff concentrating on the energy situation since the
inception of the Caucus last January. As a result, I have already met
several times with Secretary Simon, the Administration’s new Energy
Administrator. It is my understanding that he is going to utilize the
expertise developed by the NECC in developing both the short and
long range energy policy for the Nation.
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Please be assured that I am working in concert with the entire
Massachusetts and New England Congressional Delegations to insure
that the proper steps are taken to reduce the immediate impact of
the energy shortage and assist in passing legislation which will aid the
Nation in developing new energy resources, such as geothermal and
solar power.

With every good wish,

Sincerely,

Thomas P. O’Neill, Jr.

jg
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

STATE HOUSE, BOSTON 02133

December 6, 1973

Dear Representative Buffone:

Thank you very much for sending me a copy of your communica-
tion to President Nixon concerning the effects of the energy crisis on
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

As you may know, I have been concerned with the effects of the
crisis in general, and, in particular, with its effects on our economy. I
have appointed an Industrial Task Force of business and industrial
leaders who are considering this whole spectrum of problems.

Attached for your reference is a copy of the press release
concerning the Industrial Task Force.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Frank S.

Representative Charles J. Buffone
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
House of Representatives
State House
Boston, Massachusetts
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Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

December 17, 1973

Charles J. Buffone
Upuse Chairman

Special Commission to Investigate
the Recreational Facilities, Travel,
Vacation and Tourist Industry of
the Commonwealth

House of Representatives
State House
Boston, Massachusetts

Dear Representative Buffone;

It was very kind of you to forward me a copy of your letter to the
President concerning the Energy crisis in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

I an very much aware that the New England tourist industry will
be seriously affected if appropriate action is not taken; the fuel
requirements of the tourist industry should certainly have special
consideration in any allocation scheme. I would like you to know
that I made my views on the matter known to the Office of
Petroleum Allocation just recently when I joined with 25 Members
of the six state bi-partisan New England Congressional Delegation in
a letter stressing what a serious mistake it would be to deny priority
rations to this industry which is so vital to a healthy economy.

I fully realize that any industry which is jeopardized by the fuel
shortage will cause the future of all of its supportive industries to fall

jeopardy as well. The result would be high unemployment in the
tourist and recreation-related industry which would lead to jobless-
ness in other sectors of the economy, and the cycle would grow.

With this in mind, you can be sure that in the coming months 1
will do all I can to fully investigate all proposals made concerning the
allocation of fuel resources. It is my hope that a fair and effective
method of conserving fuel resources can be worked out which at the
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same time will insure fair and equitable competition within the many
sectors of our economy.

I certainly look forward to receiving any additional comments you
may have on this very crucial issue. With every good wish and kindest
regards, I remain

Sincerely,

JAMES A. BURKE, M.C.
JAB/jp

*
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Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

December 17, 1973

Rep. Charles J. Buffone
Massachusetts House of Representatives
State House
Boston, Massachusetts

Dear Rep. Buffone:

I appreciate receiving a copy of your communication to the
President of the United States concerning the energy crisis and the
effect it will have on the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

I have been working closely with members of the Massachusetts
Congressional Delegation to devise an approach to solutions to the
energy crisis which will be the least harmful to the various economic
interests of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and of New
England. I will keep your comments in mind as I deliberate the
various legislative proposals regarding the energy crisis that are now
before the Congress.

I an sure you can appreciate that there are no easy solutions to
this most complex problem.

With best wishes, I remain

Cordially yours,

Robert F. Drinan
Member of Congress

Reply to: 400 Totten Pond Road
Waltham, Ma. 02154

RFD/bjm
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United States Senate
Committee on Appropriations

Washington, D.C. 20510
January 8, 1974

The Honorable Charles J. Buffone
61 Harold Street
Worcester, Massachusetts 01604
Dear Charlie:

Many thanks for your letter regarding the plastics industry and the
tourist industry. I apologize for the lengthy delay in replying, but I
have been deluged with mail and have only now found the time to
sift through the depressingly large stack on my desk.

Throughout the crisis, I have always asked that the Common-
wealth be treated fairly and equitably. In pleading for immediate
mandatory allocation for the petro-chemical industry I asked only
that our plastics firms receive what everyone else receives. In terms
of gasoline, I asked Bill Simon only that Massachusetts get as much
gasoline as any other state no more but certainly no less.

My staff and I have met with literally fifty representatives from
the plastics industry and, at this time, I believe we are making
progress in assuring their continued operation. However, I am still
very much concerned over the impact of the gasoline shortage on our
tourist industry. You and 1 both know just how critical this industry
is to our state and our people. It would be disastrous for all if this
vital segment of our economy were to falter.

Quite frankly, the prospects are not very good. The imminent
publication of the gasoline regulations are bound to reflect the
Administration’s desire to get the pleasure driver off the road
especially during the weekends. Indeed, with fixed gallon limits, high
prices, long lines, and Sunday station closings, the average consumer
is going to think twice about going anywhere that is not essential to
his/her livelihood. All of which bodes ill for tourism.

However, you can be sure that I will continue to see that every
possible step is taken to save this great industry during the coming
year. 1 think we can make it if we all work together.

With every best wish, I am,
Sincerely yours,

Edward W. Brooke
EWB:aec
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United States Senate
Committee on Appropriations

Washington, D.C. 20510

January 11, 1974

The Honorable Charles J. Buffone
61 Harold Street

Massachusetts 01604

Dear Charlie:

Pursuant to my letter of January 8, I trust you were pleased by
F.E.O.’s announcement Thursday relating to the tourist industry.

Coupled with the announcement that the gasoline shortage was
not nearly as critical as previously predicted, this comes as heartening
news for the Commonwealth.

With every best wish, I am,

Sincerely yours,

Edward W. Brooke
EWB:aec

%
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Michael J. Harrington
Foreigh Affiars Committee

January 15, 1974

£The Honorable Charles J. Buffone
House Chairman
Special Commission to Investigate the
Recreational Facilities, Travel, Vacation
and Tourist Industry of the Commonwealth
House of Representatives
State House
Boston, Massachusetts

Dear Chairman Buffone:

Thank you for your letter recommending that gasoline stations in
Massachusetts be closed during the week, rather than on weekends,
in order to protect leisure-time industries from the effects of the
energy shortage.

Tourism, of course, accounts for a substantial part of Massa-
chusetts’ economy, and its vitality must be protected. I am afraid,
however, that we cannot serve this goal well by closing gasoline
stations during the work week. All indications are that the shortage
of gasoline, more than any other fuel, will reach a dangerous level. A
substantial number of Massachusetts people who commute to their
places of employment are expected to encounter great difficulty in
securing enough fuel even to perform their jobs. I am afraid that
closing stations during the week would only compound
problems, and perhaps contribute to an already bleak employment*
picture in many industries and for many individuals.

As an alternative approach to protecting tourism, I suggest we
work together to convince Congress and the Executive Branch that
Massachusetts’ leisure-time industries are as valid and important a
part of the economic sector as any industries, and that these
concerns merit the priority status the Federal Government has
assigned to sources of employment.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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Together with the other members of the state’s Congressional
delegation, I am promoting this view in legislation before Congress
and to the Executive Branch’s Federal Energy Office, headed by Mr.
William Simon. As you undoubtedly know, Mr. Simon’s address is:

Mr. William Simon
Federal Energy Office
4001 New Executive Office Buildin
Washington, D. C. 20461

I wish to congratulate you for the leadership you have shown on
issues involving the health of Massachusetts’ recreational an
industries. Your efforts are critical to insuring t nment

■omote the future of these enterp 3k forward to
working with you in this regard

Feel free, of course, to write again as events unfold and new issu
c

Yours sincereh

Michael J. Harrington

MJH:mml
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

STATE HOUSE, BOSTON

January 1 5, 1974

Honorable Charles J. Buffone
House Lobby
State House
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Dear Representative Buffone:

Thank you for your letter dated December 5, 1973 and I agree
with you that our current energy crisis is a hardship on many of the
citizens of Massachusetts.

I think you will agree that the only real solutions to our energy
problems lie with the federal government. The federal government
must act to cope with such things as rising prices, violations of
pricing guidelines, more equitable distribution of domestic oil, and
otherwise to counter the problems associated with the crisis. Our
national administration must make the oil industry more responsive
to the needs of the American people who depend on petroleum
products not only for business and industry but for so many vital
purposes in their personal lives.

My office is presently taking various investigatory action and
gathering pertinent information to determine whether or not
anti-trust action against the major oil companies is warranted. I must
be certain that the current shortages of petroleum are being
deliberately contrived by the major oil firms before I commit
thousands of hours of attorney time and a large amount of
taxpayers’ money to such a suit. In short, before we act we need
sufficient evidence concerning the existence of an oil industry
conspiracy and anti-conpetitive policies.

On January 4, 1974, I sent a letter to William Simon, head of the
Federal Energy Administration, asking for an appointment to meet
with him to discuss the energy crisis in general and problems
affecting the citizens of Massachusetts in particular. In times of crisis,
cooperation between all levels of state and federal governments is
even more essential. I am still awaiting Mr. Simon’s reply to my
reques
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Once again, I thank you for your comments and assure you that I
shall do everything 1 can to protect the health and welfare of the
citizens of Massachusetts.

Very truly yours,

ROBERT H. QUINN
Attorney General
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Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

December 27. 1973

The Honorable Charles J. Buffone
Chairman

£Special Commission on Recreation, Tourism
and Travel
State House
Boston, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Buffone:

Thank you for your letter regarding the closing of gas stations on
Sundays.

The affect of such closings is of great concern to all the members
of the New England Congressional Caucus. The closings can be
justified only if:

1) It can be demonstrated that such closings do indeed
contribute to gasoline conservation.

2) If adequate provisions are made for alternative means of
transportation to offset any detrimental affects such
closings have on the economy.

Please find enclosed a copy of a letter that I have sent to William
E. Simon, the Director of the newly formed Federal Energy
Administration regarding proposed revisions of the current manda-
tory allocation program.

If I can be of any further help in this or any other matter, please
don’t hesitate to contact me.

With warm personal regards and best wishes for the New Year.

Sincerely,

JOHN JOSEPH MOAKLEY
Member of Congress

Enclosure
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HOUSE No. 833

By Mr. Buffone of Worcester, petition of Charles J. Buffone that
April nineteenth, nineteen hundred and seventy-five be designated as
Patriots’ Day. The Judiciary.

4
AN ACT TO DESIGNATE APRIL NINETEENTH, NINETEEN HUNDRED

AND SEVENTY-FIVE AS PATRIOTS’ DAY.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

Notwithstanding Chapter 136 of the General Laws, Section
13, as amended in Section 2 of Chapter 616 of the Acts of 1962

amended by Chapter 24 of the Acts of 1968, April 19, 1975 shall
be celebrated statewide as Patriots’ Day in observance of the
Bi-Centennial.

APPENDIX G

4
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Report of the Massachusetts Bicentennial Commission on the
“Knox Trail”:

“Two centuries ago, a young protege of General George Washing-
ton spent three long, winter months leading a band of Revolutionists
across Massachusetts from New York. He was probably not the first
man to traverse the Commonwealth, but Colonel Henry Knox was
doing something out of the ordinary he and his men were
some 59 cannon from Fort Ticonderoga to Dorchester Heights.

“Not everyone is familiar with Colonel Knox’s historic jour-
ney ... or with his equally interesting exploits along the way. Henry
Knox played a crucial role in our Revolution, and we think his
courage and perseverance merit recognition and commemeration.

“Tire Bicentennial Commission proposes a chain of activities and
events along the ‘Knox Trail’ projects locally originated and
community inspired.

“Like what? Like Minutemen and guardsmen staging a reenact-
ment of Knox’s march cannon included . . . travelers making their
own discovery trek along Knox’s route . . . and towns along the route
developing at least one community Bicentennial project a
demonstration of colonial crafts, an exhibition of industrial artifacts,
or the restoration of an historic site.

“Sound interesting? It will be.”

NOTE: The Bicentennial Commission is organizing a separate,
non-profit corporation to handle promotion and planning for the
Knox Trail project.

£

APPENDIX H
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